Hellboy 4 Sarg In Ketten
If you ally obsession such a referred hellboy 4 sarg in ketten book that will find the money for you
worth, get the utterly best seller from us currently from several preferred authors. If you want to
entertaining books, lots of novels, tale, jokes, and more fictions collections are after that launched, from
best seller to one of the most current released.
You may not be perplexed to enjoy every book collections hellboy 4 sarg in ketten that we will definitely
offer. It is not going on for the costs. Its nearly what you infatuation currently. This hellboy 4 sarg in
ketten, as one of the most working sellers here will agreed be accompanied by the best options to
review.

Hellboy: The Corpse and the Iron Shoes Mike Mignola 2011-04-20 In _Hellboy: The Corpse and the
Iron Shoes_, the Monaghans have a problemfaeries have stolen their baby. Tam O'Clannie's problem is
he wants a Christian burial, and he's already getting pretty ripe. Hellboy has more than his share of
problems with border goblins, dead men, and war monsters, as he tries to make everyone happy in one
night, roaming the Irish landscape looking for a Christian graveyard and finding only pagan
monstrosities. In the backup "The Iron Shoes," Hellboy enters a battered medieval tower to take on a
footnote from Irish folklore.
Hellboy Kompendium 1 Mike Mignola 2016-08-22
Hellboy: The Bride of Hell Mike Mignola 2011-04-20 One of Dark Horse's [One-Shot Wonders][1]! A
year after their Eisner-nominated collaboration _Hellboy: The Crooked Man_, horror comics legends
Corben and Mignola reunite! A nineteen-year-old girl is kidnapped, and Hellboy tracks her down to a
remote clearing in France, where she's about to be given to Asmodeus, in a strange tale of ghosts,
demonic revenge, lost love, and King Solomon.
Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.: The Seven Wives Club one-shot Mike Mignola 2020-11-11 Mignola! Hughes!
The team behind the Eisner Award–winning one-shot Hellboy: Krampusnacht spins a new ghostly yarn!
Hellboy comes to the aid of a young girl whose ghost hunt goes wrong, and a visit to an abandoned
medical school reveals sinister layers to a grisly, long-ago murder. Stolen cadavers, vengeful spirits,
and more abound in this one-shot. Hellboy creator Mike Mignola reunites with fan-favorite artist Adam
Hughes for a spirit-fueled scream fest sure to excite old and new fans alike!
Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.: 1955 Mike Mignola 2018-06-19 This volume collects Hellboy And The
B.P.R.D.: 1955 - Secret Nature, Occult Intelligence 1-3, Burning Season, a 1955 story from the Hellboy
Winter Special,and bonus material! iZombie co-creator Chris Roberson and Mike Mignola join Shawn
Martinbrough, Brian Churilla, and Paolo Rivera to guide Hellboy to unveil a volatile new weapons
project with monstrous side effects. iZombie co-creator Chris Roberson and Mike Mignola join Shawn
Martinbrough, Brian Churilla, and Paolo Rivera to guide Hellboy to unveil a volatile new weapons
project with the monstrous side effects.
Hellboy Omnibus Volume 1: Seed of Destruction Mike Mignola 2018-05-22 The Hellboy saga
begins--with over 300 pages drawn by Mignola! For the first time, Hellboy's complete story is presented
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in chronological order for the ultimate reading experience. The story jumps from Hellboy's mysterious
World War II origin to his 1994 confrontation with the man who summoned him to earth, and the
earliest signs of the plague of frogs. Avoiding his supposed fate as the herald of the end of the world,
Hellboy continues with the Bureau for Paranormal Research and Defense, fighting alongside Abe
Sapien, Liz Sherman, and drafting Roger Homunculus into his own ill-fated service with the B.P.R.D.
The four volume Hellboy Omnibus series along with the two volumes of The Complete Short Stories
collect all of Mignola's award-winning Hellboy stories in chronological order for a definitive reading
experience. This 368-page volume covers Hellboy's adventures from 1994 to 1997, reprinting Seed of
Destruction, Wake the Devil, and "Wolves of St August," "The Chained Coffin," and "Almost Colossus,"
from The Chained Coffin and The Right Hand of Doom.
Avril Lavigne Joe Thorley 2003 I'm gonna dress what's me, I'm gonna act what's me and I'm gonna
sing what's me. Still only 18 years old, Avril Lavigne has shot to fame with her own unique blend of
teenage attitude and rebellious songwriting. Her debut album, Let Go, hit the UK number one slot in
January 2003, after spawning the massive hits Complicated, Sk8er Boi and I'm With You. home town of
Napanee, Canada. She was plucked from these unlikely surroundings by Arista Records boss L.A. Reid
at the age of 16 and moved first to New York, then Los Angeles to work on her music. Her raw energy
and songs proved the perfect combination for a generation of kids enthused by nu-rock bands like
Blink-182. She has become one of the biggest female rock stars to come out of Canada since Alanis
Morrisette. Illustrated with photographs of Avril herself in action, and filled with all the information her
fans could want, this book looks at one of the most exciting rock stars on the scene.
A Fever of the Blood: A Novel Oscar de Muriel 2017-04-04 This riveting new detective novel evokes a
spellbinding concoction of crime, history, and horror—perfect for fans of Arthur Conan Doyle and P.D.
James. New Year's Day, 1889. In Edinburgh's lunatic asylum, a patient escapes as a nurse lays dying.
Leading the manhunt are legendary local Detective 'Nine-Nails' McGray and Londoner-in-exile
Inspector Ian Frey. Before the murder, the suspect was heard in whispered conversation with a fellow
patient—a girl who had been mute for years. What made her suddenly break her silence? And why won't
she talk again? Could the rumours about black magic be more than superstition? McGray and Frey
track a devious psychopath far beyond their jurisdiction, through the worst blizzard in living memory,
into the shadow of Pendle Hill—home of the Lancashire witches—where unimaginable danger awaits.
A View from the Bridge: A Play in One Act Arthur Miller 2012-02-27 "A View From The Bridge" is a play
by American playwright Arthur Miller that was first staged on September 29, 1955 as a one-act verse
drama with "A Memory of Two Mondays" at the Coronet Theatre on Broadway. The play was
unsuccessful and Miller subsequently revised the play to contain two acts.Einstein Books' edition of "A
View From The Bridge" is the original one-act version of the play.The play is set in 1950s America, in an
Italian American neighborhood near the Brooklyn Bridge in New York. It employs both a chorus and a
narrator (Alfieri). Eddie, the tragic protagonist, has an improper love of, and almost obsession with,
Catherine. Miller's interest in writing about the world of the New York docks originated with an
unproduced screenplay that he developed with Elia Kazan in the early 1950s (entitled The Hook) that
addressed corruption on the Brooklyn docks (Kazan would go on to direct On the Waterfront, which
tackled the same subject). Miller said that he heard the basic account that developed into the plot of A
View from the Bridge from a longshoreman, who related it to him as a true story.Einstein Books' edition
of "A View From The Bridge" contains supplementary texts:* An excerpt from "A Memory Of Two
Mondays", a one-act play by Arthur Miller.* An excerpt from "The Man Who Had All The Luck", and
early play by Arthur Miller.* A few selected quotes of Arthur Miller.
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Kid Eternity Grant Morrison 2006 "Suggested for mature readers" -- p. [4] of cover.
Northlanders (2007-) #1 Brian Wood 2011-06-29 Sven, an exiled Viking prince who's been living the
decadent high life in Constantinople, returns to the desolate lands of his birth in the frigid islands of the
North Sea to reclaim his vast inheritance. Intending only to take his money and run, he finds more than
he bargained for as his former family and friends are enslaved at the hands of Gorm, his ruthless uncle.
B.P.R.D. Hell on Earth Mike Mignola 2018 The Bureau of Paranormal Research and Defence, also
known as the B.P.R.D, is the group led by Hellboy, dedicated to ridding the material world of monsters
and spirits. This is the first hardcover edition of the B.P.R.D. Hell on Earth series (New World, Gods and
Monsters and Russia), plus an extended sketch book section.
Vampire Boy Carlos Trillo 2010 Left nameless by his father and sentenced to eternal life by a trick of
fate and fortune, the protagonist of Carlos Trillo and Eduardo Risso's Vampire Boy has spent fifty
centuries in a body that never ages, locked in an eternal struggle with a rival as immortal as he.
Acclaimed writer Carlos Trillo teams with legendary artist Eduardo Risso (100 Bullets) to produce a
poignantly engrossing twist on the classic vampire mythos, now collected in English for the first time.
Deutsche Nationalbibliographie und Bibliographie der im Ausland erschienenen deutschsprachigen
Veröffentlichungen 2003
Toilet-bound Hanako-kun AidaIro, 2017-12-26 Nene and Kou want to learn more about their mysterious
friend, Hanako-kun--and what better way to do that than school mystery number five, The 4pm
Bookstacks! The rumors say that a secret door in the library leads the way to a supernaturally special
collection. The Bookstacks know everything about everyone who's ever attended Kamome Academy-past, present, AND future! But whatever you do, don't read the red books...or your future will be
drenched in blood!
Hellboy: Buster Oakley Gets His Wish Mike Mignola 2011-06-15 Sucked into a giant spacecraft full of
mutated livestock, Hellboy must fight his way through giant robots, strange webbing, and evil aliens to
get back to terra firma! Art by comics great Kevin Nowlan! "Moody, dark, exciting, even a little loving;
it's all here. Good, good stuff."Comic Book Resources
War and Cinema Paul Virilio 1989 Looking at how the technologies of cinema and warfare have
developed a fatal interdependence, this book explores these conjunctions from a range of perspectives.
It gives a detailed technical history of weaponry, photography and cinematography, with accounts of
films and military campaigns.
Fields of Plenty 2005-10-13 Illustrated with evocative color photographs of the land and the people who
work it organically, and accompanied by a bountiful selection of recipes, this beautifully written memoir
reveals the power of food as a personal and cultural force.
Hellboy 4 Mike Mignola 2004-01-01 Presents the continuing adventures of Hellboy, who in the process
of dealing with a wolfman, vampire, dragon, rogue ectoplasm, and other paranormal manifestations
discovers information about his right hand.
Hellboy 4. Sarg in Ketten. Mike Mignola 2003 Die unheimliche Ruine einer Kirche in East Bromwich,
England. Getrieben von quälenden Zweifeln an seiner Bestimmung, ermittelt Hellboy in eigener Sache
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an jenem Ort, an dem fünfzig Jahre zuvor sein irdisches Leben begann. In einer Nacht voller Schrecken
trifft der diabolische Jäger des Übernatürlichen hier nicht nur auf Geister und Dämonen, sondern auch
auf das Geheimnis eines Sargs in Ketten. Der größte Horror jedoch offenbart sich ihm, als er seinen
eigenen Ursprüngen ins Auge blickt ... In weiteren Fällen des Bandes bekommt Hellboy es unter
anderem mit der Baba Jaga und einer äußerst geschwätzigen irischen Leiche zu tun. Ein grauenhaftes
Blutbad auf dem Balkan bringt ihn auf die Fährte der "Wölfe von St. August", und die aberwitzigen
Allmachtsfantasien eines Jahrhunderte alten Homunkulus schließlich in wahrhaft kolossale Bedrängnis.
Wie immer mit Pin-Ups deutscher Top-Zeichner (u.a. Wittek, Anton Atzenhofer, Ulf K., Stephan
Hagenow). Fette 200 Seiten mit Geschichten um den baldigen Filmhelden HELLBOY - Kinostart:
Frühjahr 2004.
Anne Frank's Diary: The Graphic Adaptation 2018-10-02 A timeless story rediscovered by each new
generation, The Diary of a Young Girl stands without peer. For both young readers and adults it
continues to capture the remarkable spirit of Anne Frank, who for a time survived the worst horror the
modern world has seen—and who remained triumphantly and heartbreakingly human throughout her
ordeal. Adapted by Ari Folman, illustrated by David Polonsky, and authorized by the Anne Frank
Foundation in Basel, this is the first graphic edition of The Diary and includes extensive quotation
directly from the definitive edition. It remains faithful to the original, while the stunning illustrations
interpret and add layers of visual meaning and immediacy to this classic work of Holocaust literature.
Hellboy Kompendium 3 Mike Mignola 2019-03-09 Der grosse Hellboy-Sammelband mit Artwork des
britischen Zeichners Duncan Fegredo (Kid Eternity, Enigma) umfasst die grandiosen Erzählungen "Ruf
der Finsternis", "Die wilde Jagd" und "Der Sturm", die die Vorgeschichte zum letzten Kapitel der
HELLBOY-Saga bilden. Nach vielen Abenteuern in aller Welt kehrt der Held aus der Hölle nach Europa
zurück und muss sich neuen, aber auch alten Widersachern stellen. Eine Versammlung aller Hexen der
Welt lockt ihn in die Fänge der hasserfüllten Baba Jaga und ihrem Verbündeten Kriegerfürsten Koshcei.
Die daraus resultierende Kettenreaktion führt Hellboy zwischen die Fronten eines uralten,
übernatürlichen Konflikts aus Zeiten von König Artus und seinem legendären Königsschwert Excalibur.
Neben Riesen aus dem keltischen Sagenreich, einer mysteriösen Versammlung und den Seelen der
Ritter Britanniens kämpft der Höllenjunge gegen seine eigenen Erinnerungen und gerät so an seine
persönlichen und geistigen Grenzen.
Invincible #1 Robert Kirkman 2003-01-22 Robert Kirkman's long-running book Invincible starts here!
Girls, acne, homework, super-villains. When you're a teenager, it helps to be Invincible.
Frankenstein Underground Mike Mignola 2015-12-08 After a fight with Hellboy, Frankenstein's monster
escapes the terrible Mexican laboratory where he was imprisoned and discovers strange creatures
beneath the desert, where he'll learn some of the greatest secrets of the mystical world in the strangest
Hellboy spinoff yet! "It's intimidating as hell to take on an icon like the Frankenstein monster. I'm trying
to do something that's true to the origin Mary Shelley created for the creature but also captures a bit of
the feel that Boris Karloff brought to the role in the classic Universal films. At the same time I'm
throwing the monster into an entirely new environment, so I think the result will be something new. It's
an odd one, but ultimately will add an important new wrinkle to the Hellboy/B.P.R.D. world." -- Mike
Mignola
Sandman Mystery Theatre Book Two Matt Wagner 2017-04-04 NONE CAN ESCAPE THE SANDMANÕS
DARK DREAMS The year is 1938, and the world is holding its breathÑmesmerized by the onrushing
storm that will soon engulf it in fire and steel. In New York City, one manÕs sleep is filled with
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tormenting visions of the evils that mankind visits upon itself, compelling him to act. And so, by night,
Wesley Dodds lays aside the trappings of his inherited wealth to roam the shadows as the Sandman,
armed with a tranquilizing gas gun and driven by an unrelenting sense of justice. Haunted and
obsessed, the Sandman moves through a decadent, post-Depression landscape, stalking the predators
who hide themselves beneath societyÕs callous indifference to the weak and vulnerable. No one sees
him at his work until he chooses to reveal himselfÑno one, that is, except the woman who is destined to
be the light to his darkness. Written by comics legends Matt Wagner and Steven T. Seagle and
illustrated by acclaimed artists Guy Davis and Vince Locke, this second volume of the complete
SANDMAN MYSTERY THEATRE collects issues #13-24 of the classic Vertigo series and also includes
the never-before-reprinted SANDMAN MYSTERY THEATRE ANNUAL #1, featuring stunning guest
artwork from Alex Ross, David Lloyd, John Bolton and more.
The Amazing Screw-On Head Mike Mignola 2022-01-11 The triumphant return of Screw-On Head!
When Emperor Zombie threatens the safety of all life on earth, President Lincoln enlists the aid of a
mechanical head. With the help of associates Mr. Groin (a faithful manservant) and Mr. Dog (a dog),
Screw-On Head must brave ancient tombs, a Victorian flying apparatus, and demons from a dimension
inside a turnip. This beloved collection of oddball Mignola creations also includes "The Magician and
the Snake" from Dark Horse Maverick: Happy Endings, and all fifty pages of additional material from
the original hard cover, available now for the first time in paperback!
Enigma: The Definitive Edition Peter Milligan 2021-11-16 Enigma is a visceral, post-modern tale of
self-discovery and sexual identity told against the backdrop of outrageous superheroes and villains.
Michael Smith lives a meaningless life of routine and boredom. But when the weird characters from
Enigma - his favorite childhood comic book hero - seem to come to life, Michael embarks upon an
increasingly obsessive crusade to uncover the incredible secret behind their improbable existence.
Teaming up with Enigma's comic creator, Smith encounters an insanity-inducing psychopath, a braineating serial killer, a suicide-inciting Truthsayer and a teleporting model "who really sends you" as his
quest uncovers shock-ing truths about his idol... and ultimately himself. With a brand-new cover by
Duncan Fegredo and a treasure trove of nearly 50 pages of extras including development art, color
sketches, and behind the scenes notes into the making of this celebrated, groundbreaking story.
"Beautiful. Literary. Decades ahead of its time. This is the greatest adult superhero comic of the
nineties. At least." -- Kieron Gillen The Wicked and the Divine
Pirate Curse Kai Meyer 2007-04-10 The pirates of the Caribbean have a name for kids who can walk on
water -- they call them polliwogs. As far as 14-year-old Jolly knows, she's the last polliwog still alive. She
is valuable to the pirate captain who raised her, for she can sneak up on an enemy ship by walking over
the waves. When someone sets a trap for Jolly's ship, Jolly alone escapes. She is washed up on a tiny
island inhabited by a farming family -- and the ghosts who labor for them. The farmers have a son,
Munk, who has been raised almost in hiding. Munk longs to go to sea, but his parents say that they are
afraid of pirates, and they have forbidden Munk to reveal his true identity -- he, too, is a polliwog. But
pirates are not the only threat in the Caribbean. Evil forces are stirring, and a demon from the sea
attacks and murders Munk's parents. Was the demon really after Munk? And Jolly, too? Why are the
polliwogs so valuable, and who wants them enough to kill for them? Jolly and Munk must sail with a
strange crew of outcasts, led by the mysterious Ghost Trader, to avenge their loved ones and try to stop
an ancient, malevolent force known as the Maelstrom. What it will cost both teens, no one can tell -- in
this thrilling, swashbuckling fantasy from the extraordinary Kai Meyer.
Hellboy Kompendium 4 Mike Mignola 2020-08-24 Hellboy ist wieder schwer beschäftigt: Brutale
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Mythenwesen, Heldensagen... der Tod höchstselbst. Das vierte Kompendium der Stories rund um den
geliebten Boy aus der Hölle umfassen die glorreichen Kurzgeschichten-Sammelbände DIE TROLLHEXE,
DER KRUMME, ABSTIEG ZUR HÖLLE und DIE TODESKARTE. Hellboy trifft auf allerhand
übersinnliche Kreaturen, die grausam und brutal ihr Unwesen in der Menschenwelt treiben. Er soll
erfahren, ob er nun eigentlich Retter oder Zerstörer der Menschheit sein wird... stirbt und plagt sich
dann auch noch mit anderem Ungemach in der Hölle ab. Eisner-prämiert und höllisch guter Horror in
einem fetten Band.
Greetings from Hellville Thomas Ott 2002 Thomas Ott's modern horror comics, all told without
words, and brilliantly crafted on his trademark b/w scratchboards, have been described as the postmodern successor to EC's infamous line in the 1950s, and have won him a huge fan base in Europe for
years. The first UK release of his work, this collection consists of four short stories, in which each
masterful frame provokes awe and admiration in the face of the repeated horrors portrayed. A book that
is sure to establish Ott as the one of the pre-eminent horror cartoonists being published today.
The Search Eric Heuvel 2009-10-13 After recounting her experience as a Jewish girl living in
Amsterdam during the Holocaust, Esther, helped by her grandson, embarks on a search to discover
what happened to her parents before they died in a concentration camp.
The Alchemist's Daughter Elaine Knighton 2012-03-15 THE QUEST FOR SECRETS HAD
DESTROYED ONE MAN SHE LOVED. HER HEART COULD NOT BEAR TO LOSE ANOTHER. Isidora
Binte Deogel had lost her father to alchemy, only to see Sir Lucien de Griswold willingly tread the same
dangerous path. And now a cruel irony had made him her soul's desire and her the agent of his doom!
THE NEED FOR ATONEMENT HAD DRIVEN LUCIEN DE GRISWOLD TO FORSAKE ANY CHANCE AT
LOVE. But did Providence have a different fate in store for him? He looked upon Isidora and saw not the
daughter of his loremaster nor the guardian of great mysteries, but the only woman who could
transform the leaden pain in his heart into golden joy!
Hellboy/Beasts of Burden: Sacrifice Evan Dorkin 2011-12-14 The paranormal activity in the outwardly
charming town of Burden Hill has gone from bad to worse, as seen in Evan Dorkin and Jill Thompson's
graphic novel _Beasts of Burden: Animal Rites_. Now the occult-investigating team of dogs (and one cat)
needs some serious help. Contact with the Wise Dog Society has broken off, leaving the team on its
own, as a series of unexplained animal slayings has begun. But magic can work in surprising ways, and
help is brought to the team with the unexpected arrival of the world's greatest paranormal detective.
Evan Dorkin (_Milk and Cheese_, _Bizarro World_) and Jill Thompson (_Scary Godmother_, _Magic
Trixie_) join forces with Mike Mignola (_Hellboy_, _B.P.R.D._, _Witchfinder_, _Baltimore_) in an amazing
one-shot bringing their supernatural worlds together! Mike Mignola's Hellboy joins the animals of
Burden Hill!
Witchfinder Volume 1: In the Service of Angels Mike Mignola 2006-04-04 Mike Mignola teams up with
artist Ben Stenbeck (B.P.R.D.: The Ectoplasmic Man) for a look into one of the Hellboy universe's
greatest enigmas: nineteenth-century occult investigator Edward Grey! In one of Grey's first cases as an
agent of the queen, he goes from the sparkling echelons of Victorian London to its dark underbelly,
facing occult conspiracies, a rampaging monster, and the city's most infamous secret society: The
Heliopic Brotherhood of Ra. This volume collects Witchfinder: In the Service of Angels #1-#5. This book
also includes "Witchfinder: Murderous Intent," from MySpace Dark Horse Presents #16, by Mignola
and Stenbeck, and "Henry Hood: The Burial of Katharine Baker," from Hellboy: The Wild Hunt, by
Solomon Kane writer Scott Allie and Abe Sapien: The Haunted Boy artist Patric Reynolds. • "All in all,
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this is a detective story that blends just the right amount of cerebral investigation with Mignola's
trademark horror and adventure. And perhaps best of all, the story stands on its own very well,
regardless of your past experience with Hellboy or B.P.R.D."—IGN
Hellboy Omnibus Boxed Set Mike Mignola 2021-11-09 Previously available only as individual volumes,
all four Hellboy series omnibuses (Seed of Destruction; Strange Places; The Wild Hunt; and Hellboy in
Hell) are available together in a specially designed collection! Featuring an exclusive box with new art
by Mike Mignola, expertly coloured by Dave Stewart, this set is a marvel both inside and out.
Experience the original series through new eyes with this boxed edition set, featuring story and art by
Mike Mignola, Duncan Fegredo, Richard Corben, Dave Stewart, and more! Collects complete set of
Hellboy omnibuses volumes 1-4.
Gotham by Gaslight Brian Augustyn 2019 "Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger."
The Reckoning Joss Whedon 2018 The lives of Buffy and the Scoobies haven't been too eventful for a
while - at least as far as fighting demons and the forces of darkness are concerned. But that all changes
when Angel brings news of an amassing force that must be reckoned with: Wolfram & Hart, a legion of
demons, and Harth, vampire from the future. Narrowly escaping an initial encounter, the gang travels
to the future to recruit Fray and learn of their dismal fate should they fail to defeat this legion that has
invaded the present. This is the reckoning - and it could be the end of Buffy, Fray, and all the Slayers,
forever.
Hellboy: Krampusnacht Mike Mignola 2017-12-20 Mike Mignola! Adam Hughes! The only thing more
exciting than pitting Hellboy against this Satanic spin on Santa is the team-up of Mike Mignola and
Adam Hughes.
Book of the Tarot: An Introduction to the Tarot Cards Gary Reed 2021-04-28 A look at the famous Tarot
cards. In this overview of the mystical cards, a brief history of the cards is accompanied by an original
full page illustration by 22 different comic book artists for the Major Arcana. Also included is a
summary of the Minor Arcana and an introduction to card spreading. A great primer and introduction
for anyone interested in the Tarot cards with unique interpretations of the enchanted cards such as
Death, the Moon, Judgement, the Chariot, the Devil, and all of the others. A Caliber Comics release.
Nemo: Heart of Ice Alan Moore 2013 AN ALL-NEW LEAGUE OF EXTRAORDINARY GENTLEMEN
ADVENTURE! Co-Published by Top Shelf Productions & Knockabout. In the grim cold of February
surfaces a thrilling new League of Extraordinary Gentlemen book: NEMO: HEART OF ICE, a full-color
56-page adventure in the classic pulp tradition by the inestimable Alan Moore and Kevin O'Neill. It's
1925, fifteen long years since Janni Dakkar first tried to escape the legacy of her dying science-pirate
father, only to accept her destiny as the new Nemo, captain of the legendary Nautilus. Now, tired of her
unending spree of plunder and destruction, Janni launches a grand expedition to surpass her father's
greatest failure: the exploration of Antarctica. Hot on her frozen trail are a trio of genius inventors,
hired by an influential publishing tycoon to retrieve the plundered valuables of an African queen. It's a
deadly race to the bottom of the world -- an uncharted land of wonder and horror where time is broken
and the mountains bring madness. Jules Verne meets H.P. Lovecraft in the unforgettable final
showdown, lost in the living, beating and appallingly inhuman HEART OF ICE.
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